
ONE HOME 

WOMEN FOR THE EARTH 
Transformative Scholarship Programme

Develop their authentic presence, purpose and inner power as integral women leaders 
Heal and transcend their past, and unlock and express their originality and creativity
Innovate holistic initiatives that foster a culture of peace and integrity, gender equality

Generate meaningful regenerative livelihoods to be financially independent and

Integral Leadership: The Scholarship supports women to become integral leaders, and to
innovate holistic community initiatives that foster cultures of peace and integrity. 

Programme: Scholars follow the One Home UnivEARTHsity’s Mother Earth Dipl-Home, 
(12 months). Connected with peers, country-wide and worldwide, in mutual support, they: 

       and respect towards women, while regenerating culture, society and the earth. 

      partake in an economy of wellbeing.
They receive an in-country intensive when the One Home Journey reaches their country. 
They present their initiatives publicly, and be recognised locally and globally. 

The Power of 7 for Exponential Impact: Each woman will support, co-mentor and co-create
her initiative with up to 6 women in her community, to multiply and sustain impact. 

Inspiration and Mentoring by Women Pioneers worldwide: This programme builds on our
very long term engagement and support to women. Scholars will encounter women leaders
of pioneering Homes for Humanity who have overcome violence, oppression and exile: e.g.
CORO/Women’s Federation in Mumbai, Women’s Coalition in Palestine, Terra Meera in
Croatia, Integral Kumusha in Zimbabwe, SINAL in Brazil, World Beat Center in the USA.

Long Term Impact: With up to 875 Women for the Earth from 35 countries across all
continents each year, a total of over 4000 such remarkable women leaders will be
championed from all 195 countries on Earth by 2030! 

Exponential Benefit: Incrementally, by 2030, these once-violated and oppressed women will
shine individually and collectively as an interconnected global community of integral women
leaders. They will mentor others and accelerate global progress towards eliminating violence
and establishing gender equity. Through their diverse, mutually-reinforcing initiatives, they
will establish a lasting culture of humanity and cultivate the wellbeing of all life. 

The One Home UnivEARThsity champions
women’s capacity to transform oppression into
power, and to embody integral leadership that
nurtures the wellbeing of all life on earth.

Each year, up to 25 scholarships will be given, in
each of the 35 countries covered each year, to
women emerging from violence and oppression
who feel deeply called and committed to become
integral leaders in their communities, to support
other women, to cultivate cultures of non-violence,
peace and integrity in their communities, and to
regenerate their societies and the Earth. 

Support: www.homeforhumanity.earth/women-for-the-earth
 Join:      www.homeforhumanity.earth/onehomeunivearthsity 

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/women-for-the-earth

